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Wybrałeś kolor okleiny:
Orange brown
RAL-8023






Glass
DRUTEX, with over 25 years of experience in the production of composite glass, offers a very wide range of glass with which you can fit your windows and doors. They meet strict requirements for energy efficiency and sound insulation. The offer also includes laminated glass (safe and burglar-proof), sun protected glass, glass with enhanced sound insulation, tempered, ornamental and sandblasted glass.
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Additional options



Frames

                                    
                                        Galvanised steel frame is the standard. Hoever It is possible to choose the Swisspacer Ultimate warm frame.
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Reliable fittings

                                    
                                        MACO fittings are the perfect solution in terms of security and functionality of windows and doors made of PVC, aluminium and wood.
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Door handles and pulls
Our handles for windows, doors and terrace systems made of PVC, aluminium and wood are distinguished by their high aesthetics, functionality and durability. Thanks to various colour options, they can be perfectly matched colour of the windows, doors, or the colour scheme of the building.
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Interested in our product?

Find your dealer
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